Step Pop-Up Platform Templates
How to: http://www.auntannie.com/GreetingCards/Step_Popup

Place on card fold

For card with one step platform

Fold

Pop-up step template
2.75" by 1.5"

For card with two step platforms

Fold

Pop-up step template
2.5" by 1.5"

For card with three step platforms

Fold

Pop-up step template
3" by 1.5"

Fold

Pop-up step template
2.25" by 1.75"

Miscellaneous step platforms

Fold

Pop-up step template
2.5" by 1.5"

Fold

Pop-up step template
1.5" by 1.5"

Fold

Pop-up step template
1" by 1.25"

Fold

Pop-up step template
.75" by 1.25"

Fold

Pop-up step template
.75" by 1.0"
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